POLICY FORUM

Number of reserves

Area of reserves (million ha)

gered species from immediate loss, but it tinent governmental units (21). Based on
has been opportunistic. It lacks systematic carefully considered national priorities, addiplanning and an adequate conceptual base. tional funds should be sought from the priMost reserves are too small to ensure vate sector and from nongovernmental orspecies survival and sustain ecosystem ganizations and international organizations
function. Many important areas are exclud- for the proper management of all reserves
ed. For example, no land managed by the (22). A separate national budget should covmilitary has been incorporated into the re- er the operational expenses of national reserve system, even though some of it is eco- serves, and local reserves deserve a separate
logically diverse and contains many endan- budget from the local governments.
gered and threatened species. In some counTourism creates opportunities for emtries (e.g., the United States), the military’s ployment and revenue (23), but it has also
primary mission still permits a secondary caused harm, including habitat destruction,
responsibility for stewardship
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could follow ecosystems across
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agencies, including the State
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Forestry Administration (SFA)
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and State Environmental ProYear
tection Administration (SEPA)
Growth of reserves in China.
(11). Although most reserves are
under the jurisdiction of SFA, SEPA is cur- landscape fragmentation, increases in pollurently responsible for their coordination. tion, and the introduction of exotic species
Local governments manage most of the na- (23). In the 11 high-profile reserves surtional reserves. The central government pro- veyed (13), visits increased from 942,000 in
vides reserves only limited financial sup- 1995 to 1,770,000 in 1998 (13). Tourism is
port; a third have no clear boundaries, no being developed in the central regions of
management teams, and no staff (11). The many reserves, which are often the most
reserve system needs centralized manage- sensitive and biologically significant areas
ment and coordination under the State (21). Tourism must be managed to ensure
Council. A new State Administration for long-term health and sustainability of the reNature Reserves should be established with serves, not short-term economic gain (15).
increased authority and funding, as well as a
comprehensive Nature Reserve Law at the Help Local Communities
China’s reserves are mostly in its poorer arnational level.
eas (13). Residents, neighbors, and local
Increase Investment
governments often view reserves as obstaNational reserves received only $113/km2 cles to human welfare and economic devel(operating and construction funds), much opment. As elsewhere in the world, relower than the world average ($893/km2), serves will survive only if the residents’
and even lower than the average of reserves and neighbors’ legitimate concerns are rein developing countries ($157/km2). Local spected and addressed (24). Tourism and
reserves receive only $53/km2 (13). Of 85 resource development should benefit local
reserves surveyed, the government covered communities. Reserves should also help
only about a third of their needs.
through technology transfer, such as reEconomic activities of reserve staff (such placing wood harvested for fuel with other,
as harvesting and selling resources unavail- alternative-energy sources (24, 25). In the
able to others) have caused severe damages short-term, however, direct payments may
(14), yet managers must pursue such prac- be necessary to offset local communities’
tices to pay their staff. When local govern- costs in forgoing extractive activities (26).
ment assumes the management of national
Conservation education has traditionalreserves, the central government should pro- ly focused on increasing stakeholders’
vide adequate funds (11). Similarly, locally awareness to make them agree with and
owned and operated reserves should be ac- participate in conservation actions; it has
corded higher levels of attention by the per- not been very effective. There is another diwww.sciencemag.org
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mension of education that might prove
much more cost effective. In the Wolong
Nature Reserve, for example, the government has offered conservation education
(and economic incentives) for residents to
move out and thus to protect the giant pandas. Young people cause the greatest harm
to the reserve, so encouraging their leaving
will achieve the greatest benefit. This will
not happen unless the quality of their education improves so that they can pass entrance exams to college or technical
school. We recommend increased investment in schools (17, 18).
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